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Abstract 
This paper presents a pedagogical evaluation of the framework SDDD as a “soft 
systems” approach to  Domain-Driven Design of computer-based information systems 
development. The framework combined techniques from Soft Systems Methodology 
(SSM), the Unified Modelling Language (UML), and an implementation pattern. 
Systems development and teaching evaluations are done to find better framework 
which can be used for teaching and developing information systems. More Feedback 
and reflections from the lecturers and Msc students of the module Methods and 
Modeling are presented. The results are supported our previous work of proposing the 
framework to enhance the understanding of the business process modeling and 
implementation into an integrated framework. This is an enhancement of Domain 
Driven Design approach because new “soft layer” is added and the framework used 
for teaching further than development as DDD. Comments received from all 
participants are used to enhance the framework development and for further 
evaluation in the future.  
 
Keywords: Peer-Tutoring, SSM, UML, Multimethodology, Soft Domain-Driven 
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1.0   Introduction 
 
The failure of software support systems has been well documented over the years, and 

many of these failures have been attributed to poor business process modelling 

(Barjis, J., 2008). The systems failed because the business process model developed 

did not adequately support the process of designing and implementing the software 

support system. One of the main reasons for information systems failure is a tendency 

to concentrate on the technical aspects of design rather than understanding the 

business needs (Alter, S., 2007). There is a need for a systematic approach for 

capturing the information required by business processes (Barjis, J., 2008). This 

suggests a need to bridge the gap between business process modelling, information 

systems modelling, and implementation. Our previous work (Salahat et al, 2008), 

Salahat, M., Wade, S., 2009) proposed and evaluated a development “framework” to 

deal with soft and technical systems aspects with an emphasis on modelling workflow. 

The evaluation results guided us to modify the framework in a new direction in which 

the concept of “workflow” is less dominant. The new modified framework  (Salahat et 

al, 2009), focuses on Domain-Driven Business Process Modelling (DDBPM) as an 

approach to modelling business processes in an object-oriented domain model. This 

approach was named SDDD (Soft Domain-Driven Design). SDDD aims to 
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investigate, analyze and model a business domain so that we can implement it as a 

software support system. SDDD is a multimethodology systemic framework 

consisting of four phases with guiding procedures to steer the developer between the 

various compromises that need to be made throughout the development process. This 

paper gone further steps to evaluate the SDDD framework through teaching process. 

Peer-Tutoring System re-done as an Msc Project and a feedback from the lecturer of 

the module Methods and Modelling and the students done the module are presented 

and used to reflect on the framework as an approach for business domain modeling 

and implementation teaching and real software development approach. Section 2 

reviews related work. Section 3 introduced the teaching of Methods and Modelling 

module.  Section4 is briefed the research methodology used. Section 5 is introduced 

the framework as a multimethodology approach. Section 6 is a brief description of a 

practical case study in which the method has been applied. Section 7 presents 

feedback from the lecturer and students. Section 8 is a recommendations and 

conclusion.  

2.0  Related Work 
2.1 Domain Driven Modeling (DDM) 

The business domain for any organization accommodates the organization business 

process that must be well defined and modelled for the implementation. Business 

domain comprises the  business process can be defined as ‘the transformation of 

something from one state to another state through partially coordinated agents, with 

the purpose of achieving certain goals that are derived from the responsibility of the 

process owner’ (D., Platt,1994). There are many definitions of “business process”, and 

the most of these definitions are based on the idea of a business process as a 

deterministic system that receives inputs and transforms into outputs following a 

series of activities. For example (Daveport, T., 1993) defines business processes as 

“‘‘structured sets of activities designed to produce a specified output for a particular 

customer or market’’. Business processes are similar in different business domains 

running the same industry of business. To support the business domain, good 

information systems software used to support the organization work by handling the 

internal business process and control all aspects affecting the execution of the process. 

The business process must be supported with good business process modeling 

(domain modeling) and implementation techniques that can analyze, model, and 
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implement the business process in a professional way to achieve the organizational 

goals (Warboys et al, 1999).  

2.2 Domain-Driven Design  

Domain-Driven Design can be used to model the business process as a business 

domain model (Evan, Eric, 2004). A Ubiquitous Language (UL) is generated first as a 

communication tool between different stakeholders and the domain model will be 

generated and implemented based on UL.  

UML diagrams are sufficient tools for requirement modelling to support business 

process modelling in an object-oriented domain model (Svatopluk Štolfa, Ivo 

Vondrák, 2008). When it comes to implementing the system we have made use of 

the DDD implementation pattern (i.e. Naked Objects or True View) to reflect the 

system interface directly from the domain model. Naked Objects and TrueView 

Domain Modeller ar used for exploring Business Domains and creating rapid 

prototypes using Domain Driven Design. It helps you to work with your Domain 

Experts to understand business entities, relationships and the business' ubiquitous 

language and to write classes using .NET and the Naked Objects or TrueView 

framework. 

2.3 Soft Domain-Driven Design 

Soft Domain Driven Design (Salahat et al, 2009), is an approach that seeks to model 

the system processes as a domain model and develop a software support system based 

on it. In DDD Ubiquitous Language was used to create the domain model by the 

developers and domain experts (Evan, Eric, 2004) and to facilitate the communication 

between different stakeholders. UML, as a part of SDDD, defines a number of 

diagrams that can be used to model the business process (Al Humaidan, F.,2006) but 

lacks the ability to explore the soft issues related to the problematic situation which 

can be handled using Soft System Methodology. SSM ((Checkland, P., Poulter, J., 

2006), (Checkland, P., 1999), and Checland, P., Howell, S.E,1998) is an established 

means of problem solving that focuses on the development of idealized models of 

relevant systems that can then be compared with real world counterparts. SSM is used 

in SDDD to model the business domain using rich pictures, root definition, and 

conceptual model. In our previous work (Salahat et al, 2009), we have adapted the 

idea of a Ubiquitous Language into a “Soft Language” which incorporate certain 

artifacts of a SSM analysis into the model. The first step of the SDDD approach is to 
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develop a ‘Soft Language’ as result of the application of Soft System Methodology. 

This language is an a compliment of the Ubiquitous Language described in Domain-

Driven Design (Eric Evan,2004) which consists of different concepts, diagrams, and 

documents to facilitate the communications between the developers and domain 

experts. Some researchers have explored the relationship between SSM and object 

oriented analysis and design techniques in general (Bustard, D. W et al, 1996) but less 

has been written about the application of these techniques in the context of the UML. 

An object-oriented domain model can be extracted from this Soft Language through a 

transition process from SSM Conceptual Model to UML Use Cases. We argue here 

that SSM helps the developer to gain a deep understanding of different stakeholders’ 

perspectives which will need to be represented in the Soft Language. In this paper we 

argue that this transition supported the students understanding of modeling the 

business domain and implementing the software support system based on that. 

UML is considered by DDD and SDDD to model the business domain as a “Domain 

Model” with a difference between the two approaches. As described in our previous 

work (Salahat et al, 2009), SDDD framework guides the developer into creating a 

“Soft Language” which consists of the output of the SSM stage to deal with the soft 

aspects which are not handled explicitly by Domain Driven Design. The SSM 

Conceptual Primary task Model (CPTM) is used to map human activity to a UML use-

case model using a new elaboration technique. Use-cases, as abstractions of business 

activities, are used to model the business process in a domain model using UML dia-

grams and based on the philosophy of DDD which employs the idea of “Knowledge 

Crunching” during the different stages. SDDD employs the same philosophy during 

its four stages as explained in later sections. 

The SDDD framework combines SSM, UML techniques, and an implementation 

pattern either Naked Objects or True view, or others which satisfied the philosophy 

off DDD and SDDD. In this paper the application of SDDD by reusing the case study 

Peer-Tutoring System and investigating the lecturer and the Msc students done the 

module “Methods and Modelling” using SDDD framework. The implementation part 

focused on using True View and Naked Objects Implementation Patterns. To the best 

of our knowledge, this combination has not been applied in an intervention before, 

and an evaluation in teaching context and the application in business projects will be a 

contribution to this domain of research and software development. 

2.4 Other related works: 
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Recent works (Wade, S., Hpkkins, 2002) and (Al Humaidan, F., Rossiter, N., 2004) 

consider the SSM conceptual model as a focal point for linking SSM and UML by 

mapping the activities of an SSM conceptual model into UML use-cases. Recent 

examples of this approach can be found in SWfM (Al Humaidan, F., 2006) and our 

previous works (Salahat et al, 2008), (Salahat, M., Wade, S., 2009), and Salahat, et al, 

2009). Other researchers have made use of various extensions to the UML. For 

example (Sewchurran, K, Petkov, D., 2008) employed a systemic framework 

combining SSM and UML extensions proposed by (Erikksonn, H. E., & Penker, M., 

2000) to model the business process of a manufacturing factory. Their framework is 

based on Mingers Multimethodology ideas (John Mingers, 2001) but does not 

encompass the software implementation phase of development. 

 

3.0 Teaching methods and modelling 
Teaching modeling of business systems using a modeling language like UML will 

not lead to complete understanding that can help the students or developers to 

implement a software support system that can combine all the business experts’ 

requirements. We argue that teaching business domain investigation and modelling 

using an integrated framework can enhance understanding of such problematic 

situation and may be lead to a substantial software system.  Based on this, the module 

Methods and Modelling in Informatics Department in the University of Huddersfield 

has been taught to the Msc students using the SDDD framework which combines 

tools from SSM, UML, and implementation pattern. The approach can be applied in a 

wide range of situations including requirements analysis for information systems 

design. Some researchers have explored the relationship between SSM and object 

oriented analysis and design techniques in general (Bustard, D et al, 1996; Lai, L.S. 

2000) but less have been written about the application of these techniques in the 

context of the UML. We argue that used alone UML models can encourage early 

design decisions before opportunities for improvement have been agreed and that 

SSM lacks the detailed information required by designers developing domain models. 

This leads to the conclusion that there could be some advantage in using the 

techniques together. We expected from using this integration, in teaching systems 

modeling, that the students will see the whole systematics picture of the business 
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domain and the modeling will be understandable and will lead to a sufficient business 

domain  model for coding the requires software system. 

4.0  Research Methodology 
This research, as part of on-going research work, aims to answer the following 

research questions: 
1- How to model and implement the Business Domain Processes into a 

Domain-Driven Design System? 
2- How the proposed approach, for modelling and implementation, can 

support the process of teaching the module “Methods and Modelling” for 
Msc students in Informatics Department? 

Both authors are involved in teaching in their Universities. This encouraged us to use 

the approach of Action Research since we are actors and part of any system in the 

education environment and for us it is the domain to apply any research. By teaching 

systems modelling and design for many years by both authors, we found from 

teaching and the literature review that many software systems failed and the reason of 

failures because of the tendency to focus more on the technical aspects rather than the 

Business Domain Processes modeling (Barjis, J., 2008). The majority of software 

development methodologies initiated from the software engineering science and not 

given sufficient attention to the business processes modeling for any given business 

domain. Involving the business experts with the technical people to investigate and 

model any domain needs a methodology or framework that can be used by different 

stockholders and facilitate the communication between them.  Among this Domain 

Driven Design is dominant but still the communication depends on the technical 

system concepts which may be a problem for the business expert to understand. Soft 

System Methodology is well-established and known as an approach to explore 

problematic situation. Based on that, this ongoing research suggested the combination 

between SSM, UML as a modeling language, and an implementation pattern satisfied 

the philosophy of Domain-Driven Design as a dominant approach among others. The 

new approach is proposed and published in our previous work (Salahat et al,2009) and 

further evaluation from the development and teaching perspective taken place in this 

paper. To answer the above research question and to apply the research as it's 

designed, the following methodology followed:  
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1. Review the current situation of business domain processes modelling through 

teaching and literature review. A comparison between different approaches done 

based on that. 

    2. Formulate and propose a multimethodology framework considering soft and hard 

business domain aspects.   

    4. Evaluating the framework through different practical case studies as an 

undergraduate and Msc projects (Peer-Tutoring System, Work Placement Operations 

Mgt. System, and University Students Associations System).  

 5. Reflect on the implementation and record learning from the methodology 

application in order to guide further applications. 

6. Evaluate the framework as an approach of teaching systems modelling for Msc 

students. This involves getting the feedback from students through interviews and 

questionnaire. The feedback of the lecturer also considered through an interview.   

7- Reflection on the framework as an approach of teaching that support the module 

aim achievement 

5.0  The SDDD Framework  
The SDDD framework (Salahat et al, 2009) is briefed here to relate it with the 

evaluation in order to facilitate the understanding process of the reader. SDDD was 

developed into an action research intervention based on research of 

multimethodology, which justifies combining methods for the same business 

intervention (Minger, J., 2000). It is a multi-method framework which intended to 

guide the developer through an investigation of a problematic situation. The purpose 

here is to insure that a comprehensive understanding is achieved in order to facilitate 

the modelling and implementation of the domain-driven business processes as a 

software support system. The modeling will produce an object-oriented domain- 

driven model as the bases of developing the software support system. As mentioned in 

the previous work (Salahat et al, 2009), the framework was been developed through a 

series of “action research” case studies. Accordingly our case studies have involved 

development projects within our own school. In this paper, a peer-tutoring-system re-

investigated as an Msc Project to evaluate the SDDD applicability in modeling the 

business domain processes into object-oriented domain model. The researchers are 

part of the school and they are participating in the daily activities related to the case 

studies. They supervised the students and guided them to the final stage of the projects 
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and teaching courses related to business domain modeling and implementation. 

The SDDDF Framework (Figure 1) is focused on modelling and implementation of 

the domain-driven business process as a software support system. SSM is used as a 

guiding and learning methodology with techniques including UML and 

implementation pattern (Naked Object or TrueView) embedded within it. The DDD 

philosophy is adapted to generate a “Soft Language” (SL) as a compliment of   

“Ubiquitous Language” (UL) and it used as an input to the next stages. The 

implementation pattern is used after the generation of the final refined change report 

which is an input to the implementation process.  

Using (Minger, J., 2000) generic model which discussed in (Salahat et al, 2009), the 

SDDD framework consists of four phases and each phase consists of a group of 

activities. The framework satisfies the generic process of conducting an action 

research in the business intervention. SDDD represented in Figure1, Figure 2 

represents the conceptualization of the framework, and Figure 3 represents the logical 

processes embedded in it. For more details about these phases refer to our previous 

work (Salahat et al,2009). 

                 Figure 1: A Systemic Soft Domain-Driven Design (SDDD) 

 

 

 

 

1. Initial problem identification 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
                 9. Exit 

10. Reflect on the process and record learning 
   9. Exit 

10. Reflect on the process and record learning 
 

                                        2.  Stakeholder roles analysis  
 

                                        3.  Evaluating the problem using SSM 
          6. Rethink 
                         2-5              4.   Generate SDDD Soft Language and use it to generate  

     Domain_Driven Business Process Model using UML  
    
   5. Generate a proposal about the DDBPM generated during this phase. 
This will be used in the implementation phase, and it will include the 
whole models developed during the previous phase and how to use them 
in the implementation phase. The report will be refined by matching it 
with previous stages output until considered adequate for 
implementation         

 
7. Domain Model Implementation using DDD implementation Pattern   

(i.e. Naked Objects) 
8. Rethink (6-7) 
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Figure 2: The conceptualization 
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(Output: Problem 
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(Output: Different 
views) 

SSM Phase 
 -Evaluating the 
problem using SSM.  
 
(The output: Rich 
Picture, Root -
Definition, 
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CATWOE) 

Post1- SSM Phase 
 

Generate SDDD 
Soft Language 
(The output of 
SSM will be input 
to this language) 

Generate the Domain-
Driven Business Process 
Models using UML 
(Use case, class 
diagram, etc) 

Rethink 

The final report includes changes required to the 
business domain investigated based on SSM 
philosophy (Domain-Driven Business Model-> 
a group of UML diagrams) 

Post 2- SSM Phase 
 
Implement the software support system based 
on the generated Domain-Driven Business 
Process Model using DDD Implementation 
Pattern (i.e Naked Objects or TrueView) 
  
  EXIT 
 
Reflect on the framework Application and 
record learning 

Rethink 
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Figure 3: The embedded logic in SSDDDF 

6.0  The development of  Peer-Tutoring-System using SDDD 
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6.1Peer-Tutoring briefing: 
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school in which we are employed. At the beginning of the project the 

department had an operational intranet but this was not widely used. An 

information system strategy was initiated to investigate ways in which the 

intranet could be developed to support the university mission and departmental 

goals. Initially we used use cases as the primary fact-gathering technique but 

certain limitations in this approach led us to a more thorough SSM-based 

analysis of the situation. We argue that the techniques of SSM can help the 

developer to identify a richer set of use cases than would otherwise be possible 

but developers with a full use case model still have many challenges ahead of 

them. We are interested in object oriented design and the view that all business 

behavior identified in the use case model should be encapsulated as methods 

on domain objects. Thus, a Student object should not just be a collection of 

data about the Student; it should encapsulate all the behaviors that we need to 

apply to a student. In Domain-Driven Design these are often referred to as 

'behaviorally-rich' domain objects. A number of software systems required 

supporting the department and one of these is Peer-Tutoring System at the 

Undergraduate level proving programming modules. It aims to design and 

implement peer-tutoring system for introductory programming unit in the 

department of informatics to support the students and reduce number of 

failures. One of the current problems facing students and lecturers in university 

is the difficulty of understanding and mastering the skills required to write and 

run computer programs successfully. The system has been suggested to be 

introduced with the reason of improving the pass rate at the University and 

also increasing the confidence and knowledge in students when teaching each 

other during the sessions. On the other hand, this system will reduce workload 

on lectures as time they spend clarifying a point to a single student can be 

reduce since they will discuss such points at the tutoring session amongst 

themselves thus leaving the lecture to concentrate on preparing lessons for the 

next classes. A number of researchers have suggested that peer tutoring can be 

particularly useful to support this type of learning because it allows learners to 

learn and support each other (Goodlad, S.,Hirst, B., 1989) and it is beneficial 

to help students learn and practice the required skills more actively in a setting 

that encourages them to be more active and intellectually engaged (Gardner, 

H., 1993). Other researchers (Miliszewska, Tan Grace, 2007) reported about 
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the problems of teaching programming course at Victoria University in 

Australia and they proposed an approach to enhance the delivery of this 

module. (Hu Xiaohui, 2006) Raised the difficulties of teaching programming 

course in Chinese universities and discussed different modern incorporating 

strategies, to solve this problem, which includes “Concept Mapping”, “Peer-

learning” and “E-learning” methods. The implementation part aims to build an 

application that will be used to manage the PTS by allowing Students make 

bookings for sessions and allow lectures to select tutors and tutees from the 

results that the students got in their previous year, previous semester or 

Blackboard quiz results. The tutors will be students in the final year with good 

grades while the tutees will be in the first or second year and need support to 

improve their skills. The lectures will also be able to load room availability to 

enhance the booking process and monitor the progress of the system by 

monitoring the pass rate if it has increased compared to the previous year 

without Peer Tutoring System (PTS). The pass mark which determines a final 

student can qualify for the tutor position will be determined by the 

management and set as a business rule.  The proposed solutions by other 

researches show how to recap the difficulties of teaching programming unit by 

concentrating on the delivery methods only without investigating all soft and 

hard systems issues that can cause such a problem (Miliszewska, Tan Grace, 

2007), and  (Hu Xiaohui, 2006). SDDD aims to model hard and soft system 

aspects. In this paper, we developed a Peer-Tutoring System using SDDD 

framework to support and improve the teaching process. This solution aims to 

enhance the students understanding which may be reduce the percentage of 

failures in this module. The development of PTS is presented the next section. 

6.2 Peer-Tutoring System Development: 

The SDDD framework used to build an application to help managing the 

system in the sense of scheduling, confirming and cancelling tutoring sessions 

for undergraduate programming modules. The application developed aims to 

help the administrator of the PTS in a way that it allows: 

• Tutors book tutoring sessions without the help of a lecture, see how much 

rewards has been allocated to them and also update their diaries to allow tutees 

see if the tutors are available before making a booking. 
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• Tutees are able to book tutoring sessions without aid of a lecturer. They can 

also mark attendance for the sessions they attended to allow lectures and 

management judge progress of the system as a whole. 

• Lecturers are able to load tutee, tutor and room information onto the system. 

The Lectures are also able to calculate rewards due to a tutor as per sessions 

they have delivered. Should there be a system failure; the lectures will also 

need to report them to an engineer to attend to the problem. 

• The management is also to see the rewards allocated to a tutor by a lecturer so 

that they can be redeemed. Policies and Procedures will also be applied to the 

PTS by the management. Detailed application of the framework presented in 

the following sub-sections. 

6.2.1   Pre-SSM Phase 
6.2.1.1 The problem identification 
 

It is mentioned in the  previous work (Salahat et al, 2009) that the Department 

of Informatics in the School of Computing and Engineering at the University 

of Huddersfield in UK and Information Technology College at Ajman 

University of Science and Technology in UAE both offer introductory 

programming modules for their first year computing students. These modules 

focus on Java programming; lecturers face certain difficulties related to 

students understanding of the subject because of the nature of the required 

problem-solving skills. Students require more tutoring and practical sessions to 

help them practice different exercises in order to enhance their understanding 

and practical skills. Both Universities expect that implementing a peer-tutoring 

system will reduce the failure rate. The departments want to know how to 

select tutors among good students and how to reward them. The exact problem 

identified by working with the students as lecturers and interviewing them 

about the difficulties. The interviews were conducted with students studying 

programming modules in the Informatics Department at the University of 

Huddersfield as these will be the people using the system and students in the 

IT College in Ajman University in UAE. Feedback of authors located in both 

mentioned universities were recorded also. Also we interviewed some 

members of staff at the School of Computer Engineering as these are the 

people that will allow the system to be used in the department, reward the 
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tutors and apply policy and regulations in the system. 

As an action researchers, we conducted the interviews in an informal way and 

done face to face so that the participants will be feeling comfortable during the 

interview as they can see who is interviewing them hence also giving their 

ideas and suggestions comfortably. With some ideas, participants were better 

explained by face to face interviews for example expressions which may not 

be fully explained in writing or over the phone. These actions were being 

noted throughout the interviews and appreciated unlike over the phone that 

these cannot be appreciated. 

The interviews were targeted to collect the following information: 

• What is the current system offering? 

• How far their lecturers can go in supporting them with their works outside 

classroom hours? 

• Would they need more support on the work outside their lecture hours to 

increase their comfort in the module and increase skills? 

• What do they think of PTS? 

• Would they understand better if they were learning from a fellow student who 

had outstanding grades in the previous year and learn from their experience 

and achievements? 

 
6.2.1.2 Stakeholder Determinations 

The stakeholders defined in this case are the people that will be using the 

system, and who will benefit from it. The stakeholders of the required PTS 

system were determined to be peer tutor, peer tutee, lecturer, and management. 

The stakeholders have different expectations of the system. The different 

stakeholders of this system expected that they can achieve the following from 

using it: 

- Peer tutors are generally looking for teaching experience to be added to their 

CVs. 

- Peer tutees are looking for extra help.  

-Lecturers are looking to reduce their workload, and to determine which 

students most require tutoring sessions.  

-Management looks to reduce the number of failures on programming 

modules.  
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6.2.2 SSM Phase 

6.2.2.1 Investigating the problem situation using a rich picture 

A rich picture is a drawing that graphically illustrates the issues expressed by 

people, processes involved in the transformation, people involved with or 

affected by the change (stakeholders), working climate, conflicts and 

structures within the change process (Williams, B.,2005). Rich pictures were 

used as a tool used in this investigation to express the views of stakeholders 

and their expectations from the being developed system. 

In order to develop a rich picture of the situation under study, a number of 

information sources were used to capture views of the introductory 

programming unit from the perspective of the management (the school & the 

college in both universities), lecturers, and students. Interviews with the school 

(or college) administration and groups of students were conducted to 

understand the problematic situation of teaching introductory programming 

course and set out suggestions to solve the problems. The following Figure 

represent the Rich Picture of PTS. 

 
Figure 4: Rich picture of the PTS. 

 
6.2.2.2   Modelling the relevant system using SSM 
Modelling the system using Root Definition is described by (Checkland, P., Jim, S., 

1990) as a movement from the real world to systems thinking about the real world. 
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(Williams, B., 2005) mentioned that during root definition stage, points of views from 

the different stakeholders are drawn out from the rich picture and have them in a 

structured development process. Root Definition (RD) of the PTS is as follows: 

“To propose a peer-tutoring system for the informatics department to help in the 
selection of peer-tutees and peer-tutors, the scheduling of tutoring sessions based on 
the availability of rooms, tutors, and tutees, monitoring the perceived benefit to 
tutors and the progress of tutees in increased self-confidence as well as measure the 
impact on failure rates.” 
Root definition has been used to extract the conceptual model which represents the 

different stakeholder views. So the conceptual model describes activities that might 

take place if the relevant root definition was to be an accurate representation of the 

work of a system. The following Conceptual Models (CM) represents the different 

stakeholders’ views, the actions that must be taken based on their views, and also 

meeting their particular cultural, political and social requirements of the system. All of 

these issues are expressed in the rich picture and modelled using the conceptual 

models. The proven issues between different stakeholders presented in a diagram 

called Conscious Primary Task Model.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

          

         

          

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Conscious Primary Task Model (CPTM) 

6.2.2.3 Compare the conceptual model to the real world: 

SSM required the investigator to compare the produced conceptual model with the 

actual real life work. There is no real life PTS available to be compared with the 

developed conceptual model. In this case, the conceptual model will be considered the 
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base to model the PTS system as a domain model.  The CPTM, as a combination of all 

conceptual models, and considering the other components of SL, all will be used in 

the next phase to generate the domain model as stated in the beginning.  

6.2.3 Post1-SSM Phase: Moving from Soft language (SSM Phase) to Domain 

Model 

Domain Model will be represented using UML. Domain modeling starts with the 

conversion from the Conceptual Model into Use Cases and Use Case modeling. The 

extracted Use cases will be used to develop UML Sequence Diagram, Class diagram, 

and Activity Diagrams development. The next subsection will show the conversion 

from CM to Use Cases. 

6.2.3.1 Moving from SSM Conceptual Model UML Use Cases 

The conversion process is presented in Figure 9. Any activity required software 

support will be selected as a use case. The stage of moving from an SSM conceptual 

model to a use cases l is not as straightforward as this high-level discussion would 

suggest. In thinking this through we have been pushed towards making a clear 

distinction between stakeholder goals, business activities and use cases. The following 

model (Figure 9) shows the relationship between these key abstractions. 

 
Figure (6): Moving from an SSM to use case diagram 
 

Using the above conversion algorithm, the conceptual models presented above 

converted into different use case. The following Use Case diagram (Figure 10) 

presented as a result of the conversion process.  
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Figure 7: Peer-Tutoring System Use Case Diagram 
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Figure 8: Activity Diagram to add, edit or remove a tutor or tutee  
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Figure 9: Activity diagram showing the scheduling of a session 
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6.2.3.2 Generating the Activity Diagram 

The following diagrams presented part of the business domain processes as can be 

implemented later on or may some activities performed with a need of software 

system. Figure 8 represents the process to add, remove, or edit a tutor or tutee and 

Figure 9 represent session scheduling process.  

 
Figure 10: Class diagram 
 
6.2.3.3 Generate the Class Diagram 
A class diagram is a representation of a basic structure of a system, it shows what 

classes will be present in the system, how the classes are going to link between 

themselves and how many links to one class there would be from another. It’s a 

presentation of the system to more detail (Oliver, I., Kent, S. 2009).  Each use case 

presented using textual template, activity diagram, sequence diagram, and all use 

cases are combined in a use case diagram. The next step in the process is to take the 

business logic identified in the use cases and associate it with classes in a class 

diagram. We have followed the guideline that all important business logic must be 

implemented in classes in the domain model. Class diagram is the major part of the 

Domain Model that can be used to generate the programming code through the 

implementation pattern. Class diagram of PTS is presented in Figure 10. 

6.2.3.4 Change report generation and refinement 

As shown in the framework (SDDD), there is a draw back to the previous stages to 

refine what’s done during Pre-SSM, SSM, and Post1-SSM. This refinement is 
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essential to be sure that the exact changes required already modelled well as a domain 

model. As a guiding methodology, SSM focus on the generation of the required 

change report as a result to be recommended for the management actions ((Checkland, 

P., Poulter, J., 2006), (Checkland, P., 1999), and Checland, P., Howell, S.E,1998). 

So, before leaving this stage, Domain model supposed to be refined and ready for 
implementation. 

6.2.4 Post2-SSM Phase: Software Implementation 

SDDD framework considered the domain model as the base to extract the 

programming code using the implementation pattern. Naked objects and Trueview are 

recommended as implementation patterns. Brief description and implementation of 

PTS using both patterns are presented in the following sections. 

6.2.4.1 Naked Objects Pattern: 

Naked objects was originally a framework written in Java only and uses Java 

reflection capabilities, it is supported by any development environment that supports 

Java but it is not a development environment itself, however though it was written in 

Java, it can still allow the business objects to be written in C# and VB.NET (Pawson, 

R, 2004). He defines Naked Objects framework as “A set of Java classes that can be 

instantiated or sub-classed by an application”. However, the java framework suffered 

criticism for its usability and interface presentation, another .NET version called 

Naked Objects Models, Views and Controllers (MVC) has been released since; this 

new version combines the original Naked Objects pattern thus having all business 

behaviour put in the domain objects and having the behaviours exposed to the user 

with Microsoft’s ASP.NET MVC 2 framework (Naked Objects, 2010).  The 

difference between these two Naked Objects versions is not anything to do with their 

philosophies but the language they are written in, the user Interfaces, authorisations 

just to mention a few. The reason MVC has been chosen for this projects instead of 

the Java framework is because the MVC application gives a user interface that is 

easier for the users to find their way around, more information on their usability. Most 

business systems today even in ‘thin layer’ architectures have adopted the 

architectural pattern of having four generic logical layers with every new business 

concepts having being implemented in all the four layers in different forms of course 

(Pawson, R., 2004). The layers are called presentation, controller, domain and Data 

management layers. Pawson cites (Brown, K., (995) who first recorded the four layer 

architectural pattern in 1995 but mentioned that the methods was practiced even 
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before the recording (Pawson R, 2004). Pawson argues that “the relationships between 

the elements in those four layers often require a complex, many-to-many mapping. 

Although this generic architectural pattern has evolved over the years to meet certain 

needs, and although each of the layers may be object-oriented in some sense, this is a 

far cry from the original principle of behaviourally-complete objects”  

 
Figure 11: The four layer architectural pattern adopted by most business systems 

(Pawson R, 2004) 

(Pawson R, 2004) suggested a solution to the problem above as requiring view and 

controller roles completely generic just as the original idea of MVC which writes the 

business application in terms of domain entities. Naked objects therefore gets rid of 

the effort to develop the controller and the presentation layers from the four layer 

architecture allowing users to interact directly with the domain objects since the 

controller layer is resided in the presentation layer and the presentation layer is 

provided automatically by the software thus reducing the work load on the developers. 

 
Figure12: Domain objects rendered visible to the user in a Naked Objects 

implementation with the required business functionalities encapsulated on the 

objects domain (Pawson, R. 2004) 
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Naked Objects operates an Object Oriented User Interface (OOUI) that allows the user 

to see and manipulate the domain objects’ behaviours to do anything. Pawson 

mentions that the easier way to allow this is by presenting the domain objects as user 

icons and all behaviours required to action are presented as options for the icons.  

 
Figure 13: PTS architectural model implemented with naked objects.  

 
Figure 14: Naked Objects MVC application with a user’s mouse hovering over 
an object making Object behaviours directly accessible to the user. 
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Figure 15: Naked Objects MVC application allowing a user to update the 
object’s properties. 

 

6.2.4.2 TrueView Implementation Pattern: 

TrueView is software provided by Evolving software which is a company registered 

in England and Wales in 2006. TrueView creates applications based directly on .NET 

entities that are the classes developed in the UML stages as TrueView is used for 

“exploring business Domains and creating rapid prototypes using Domain Driven 

Design” and its applications focus on Domain models. Evolving software states that 

TrueView helps keeping Business logic clean, concise and focussed by having an 

Object Relational Mapping facility for data persistence. They also mention that the 

application was designed to suit problem solvers that is why it is being used in this 

project as it gives freedom and flexibility in DDD implementation as the interfaces 

can be customised, adds security capabilities and data persistence to an application. 

As TrueView’s behaviours are controlled through attributes, it creates entity classes 

and relationships between them that help in having the whole system working to 

deliver efficiency in the booking system. We will also use the software to build an 

interface that users will use to access the system to do all activities and arrange for 

sessions. The following figures show the User Interfaces of TrueView as implemented 

in the PTS. 
 

 
 
Figure 16: Showing Tutors availability and also showing that a single tutor can 
teach more than one topics 
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Figure 17: list of tutees and the programming module they need support  

 
 
Figure 18: sessions booked in TrueView 
 
We tried the implementation with both patterns, and it up to the client to decide and 

evaluate which is better to his environment. Both patterns support the philosophy of 

DDD and then SDDD. But difference available in the user interface and usability. 

Some of the students asked to use both implementation and many of them preferred 

Naked Objects implementation. This paper will not deal with the comparative issue 

between Naked Objects and TrueView as an implementation patterns, and this will be 

for further work to investigate the usability of the implemented software using both 

patterns.  
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7.0  Feedback about using SDDD Framework in developing the PTS 

and teaching the module “Methods and Modelling”. 
7.1 Feedback from the Msc student who applied the framework to the PTS 

In the evaluation part, the postgraduate student mentioned that he has not come across 

any combination as this, the closest one he has come across is the one used by (Lane 

and Galvin ,1999) where they combined and transited from SSM to Object Oriented 

Analysis. In this they moved from SSM use cases and developed use cases but did not 

proceed to build an application using DDD implementation software, while in SDDD 

framework, the application is built allowing users to access the business objects 

without using controllers which Lane and Galvin did not mention about. 

Also, SDDDF has so many advantages but the main one is that is enables and equips 

the researcher to understand the problem situation better through SSM as it tends to 

get different views of the situation from different stakeholders at the root definition 

stage and as well as at DDD stage when you have to understand the business 

objectives and how activities are done. This enables one to build a better application 

that would suit the user requirements and also build a system that has better 

requirements as studies in the UML stage. The application is even easier to use as it 

gives a user direct access to business objects and can manipulate them easier than 

through controllers like in conventional MVC applications. 

 But he said that the point that he found difficult in the framework was the point of 

conversion from SSM to UML, as this is not a one to one conversion, but involves 

combination and decomposition of Conceptual models.  He advised to do more 

research on this area to get a smoother and easier transition to ensure other researchers 

don’t spend more time on I as he did.  

About the implementation pattern he preferred Naked Objects on TrueView based on 

the students asked to use both implementations. The important issue he raised is the 

usability of the system developed using Naked Objects is better than the one with 

TrueView. 

7.2 Feedback about using SDDD Framework in teaching Methods and Modelling 

7.2.1 Students Background 

This module is for Msc students in the Informatics Department in the University of 

Huddersfield. There are about 38 students joined the module in November 2011. A 

background questionnaire is distributed to them on the first class to find out 
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information about their majors and experiences before doing this module. The purpose 

from doing that to see how we can deal with students if their backgrounds different. 

The analysis of the questionnaire show that two types of student taking the module: 

• 18 students of MSc Advanced Computer Science. These students have a strong 

background in programming. Some experience of modelling but not with the 

UML. None of them were familiar with the idea of multimethodology. None of 

them had heard of SSM. Whilst studying methods and modelling these 

students are also studying advance software development modules in areas 

such as internet application development. 

• 20 students of MSc Information Systems Management. These students do not 

have a strong back ground in programming. Most of them were unfamiliar 

with the principals of object oriented programming. Some experience of 

modelling but not with the UML. Most of them had heard of SSM but were not 

aware of the literature on multimethodology. Whilst studying methods and 

modelling these students are also studying information systems modules in 

areas such as competing in a digital economy. 

The module is finished and the students initial feedback through discussion 

encouraged us to continue using this framework in the future and to do further 

refinement on it. We have received their practical work and marking is going on. 

Based on marking scheme and the module aim, we designed a questionnaire to be 

distributed to them this month to find out how much this framework as a teaching 

methodology contributes to the achievement of module aim. Certain hypotheses 

covering the entire framework are identified and will be the bases of the statistical 

analysis of the filled feedback questionnaire. This will be the target of next Journal 

publication. 

7.2.2 Feedback from the lecturer of the module: 

My modelling module is taught to students of MSc Information Systems 

Management and students of MSc Advanced Computer Science. The ISM students 

have difficulty relating the modeling to programming this is because they do very 

little programming on the modules they are studying. But the ISM students are 

comfortable with SSM techniques. The ACS students have a different problem. 

They do plenty of programming – lots of object oriented programming in Java but 

often can’t see the point of studying business analysis. I struggle to keep the two 
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different audiences on board because of this difference in the contexts of their 

studies.  All the students find sequence diagrams very difficult. We spend a lot of 

time on this topic but they still find it very confusing. In general the framework 

satisfied the objective of using it as a teaching approach for business domain 

modelling and implementation with little variety because of the major and 

background of the students. 

8.0 Recommendations and conclusion 

The work done in this paper focused more and highlighted the pedagogical 

evaluation  of the multimethodology framework developed before that can handle 

both soft and hard issues of domain business process modeling and implementation as 

a software support system. The evaluated framework SDDD previously developed 

based on the combination of tools from UML as an approach for Domain-Driven 

Design modeling and Soft Systems Methodology for understanding the problematic 

situation of business domain.  We have added a “soft” perspective on DDD to form 

“Soft Domain-Driven Design”. The framework is being evaluated as an approach for 

business information systems development using Peer-Tutoring-System” (PTS) case 

study as an Msc project to show how the proposed framework can be applied to a real 

problem situation. The evaluation work is done in educational perspective to show 

how this framework can be used to teach Methods and Modelling module for Msc 

students in Informatics department. The feedback and from the lecturer and students 

supported our previous and current evaluation that this framework and can be used as 

an approach for business domain modelling and implementation as a software support 

systems. Further investigation is going on and a questionnaire is designed to 

investigate the students done this module to detailed reflection about the learning and 

practice for different tools used for teaching the module. 
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